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@ Method and apparatus for fabricating a rubberised steel cord reinforced sheet

(57 A method for fabricating a mbberised steel cord reinforced sheet (100) characterised by the steps of

passing a plurality of cords ^1) through an extruder (140) to coat each of the plurality of cords with

mbber to form rubberised corgs (111) and passing the plurality of mbberised cords (111) through a

calender roller system (130) to form mem into a rubberised steel cord sheet (100) having a desired

widthTi-unner mober may be applied in the calender stage.
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This invention relates to a method and an

apparatus for fabricating a rubberised steel cord

sheet for use as steel breaker ply material or steel car-

cass ply material for a vehicle tyre.

As a method for fabricating a rubberised steel

cord sheet for a tyre breaker or tyre ply, there has

been conventionally adopted the topping calender

method to be described hereinbelow. As shown in Fig.

8, two pairs of rollers 110 and 120 are arranged in a

vertical direction. The pair of rollers 110 consists of

two rollers 11. The pair of rollers 120 consists of two

rollers 12. Two masses 10 of preheated rubber are

supplied to the two pairs of rollers 110 and 120 re-

spectively. Also, a predetermined number of cords 1

are fed between the pair of rollers 110 and the pair of

rollers 120 after being arrayed by an anray roller 14.

Then, upper and tower surfaces of the wires 1 are

coated by pressing with layers 15 of preheated rubber

supplied along the surfaces of the rollers 11 and 12.

to fabricate a rubberised cord sheet 16 having a des-

ired width.

However, In such a calendermethod there are the

following problems. Firstly, the rubberised sheet 16 is

fabricated by vertically sandwiching the plurality of

wire cords 1 with the rubber layers 15 as shown in Fig.

9. The cord 1 is normally formed by twisting a plurality

of cord filaments 1 a so that they are are spaced from

one another in cross-section of the cord 1 thereby pro-

viding the clearances 1e. Accordingly, in the rubbered

fabric there are some cases where the clearance 1e

is left without being filled by the rubber when the cord

1 is coated with the rubber layers 15. Further, clear-

ance If between the adjacent cords 1 may be Ieft unfil-

led with rubber. A steel cord breaker rubberised

according to the calender topping method experi-

ences a problem similar to the above. Such a state

allows the respective filaments 1 a to move freely rela-

tive to one another, thereby disturbing the array of

cords 1 and/or wire filaments la. particulariy, this ren-

ders the wire array of the cords and adhesion thereof

to the rubber unstable when the rubberised wire ma-
terial is elongated in the cutting and tyre building oper-

ations.

Secondly, in the foregoing conventional topping

calender method, topping accuracy can mainly be

controlled only by the ahiount of rubber in the banked

mass 10. Accordingly, it is difficult to prevent disarray

of wires before the topping and uneven thickness in

the fabricated rubberised cord sheets.

Finally, in the foregoing conventional topping

calender method, the rubber is required to have sut>-

stantial fluidity. Accordingly, it is difficult to mbberise

the cord at a low temperature and a high speed.

It is an object of the present invention to provide

a method and an apparatus for fabricating a rubber-

ised cord sheet which assure a satisfactory topping

accuracy and improved adhesion, and which operate

at low temperature and high speed.

According to one aspect of the present invention

a method for fabricating a rubberised steel cord rein-

forced sheet comprises the steps of passing a

plurality of cords through an extruder to coat each of

5 the plurality of cords with rubber to fonm rubberised

cords and passing the plurality of rubberised cords

through a calender roller system to form them into a

rubberised steel cord sheet having a desired width.

The rubberised cords may have a further coating

10 of rubber applied in the calender roller system and in

this case it is also possible to use a lower viscosity

rubber in the first extruder coating stage than in the

calender.

A second aspect provides an apparatus for fab-

15 ricating a rubberised steel cord sheet characterised

by an extruder for coating a plurality of cords passing

therethrough with rubber to form the plurality of rub-

berised cords and^a calender roller system for

squeezing the plurality of rubberised cords passing

20 therethrough to form a rubberised steel cord sheet

having a flat surface.

With the above method and construction, the

cords are coated with rubber in the extruder in adv-

ance, and are then calendered into a rubberised sheet

25 by the calender roller system. Accordingly, the res-

pective cords and their wire filaments are completely

buried in the rubber mass without leaving clearances

therebetween, resulting in fabrication of a high quality

rubberised tyre cord material.

30 These and other objects, features and advan-

tages of the present invention will become more appa-

rent upon a reading of the following detailed

description and accompanying drawings in which:

Fig. 1A is a schematic diagram showing a side

35 elevation of an apparatus embodying the present

invention;

Fig. IB is a schematic diagram showing a plan

view of the apparatus showing three cord coating

extruders;

40 Fig. 2 is a diagram showing a cross section of

three adjacent cords taken along the line tl-ll in

Fig. 1A:

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing cross sections of

three rubberised cords taken along the line Ill-Ill

45 in Fig. 1A;

Fig. 4 is a diagram showing a cross section of a

rubberised wire cord sheet taken along the line

IV-IV in Fig. 1A;

Fig. 5 is a diagram showing a cross section of a

so single rubberised cord, and also showing the spa-

tial relationship between the wire filaments and

rubber mass;

Fig. 6 is a diagram equivalent to Fig. 4 showing a
cmss section of a rubberised sheet of another

55 embodiment;

Fig. 7 is a perspective diagram showing the head

of the extruder;

Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram equivalent to Fig.
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1A conceptually showing a side elevation of the

apparatus of the prior art; and

Fig. 9 is a diagram showing a cross section of a

rubberised cord sheet fabricated by the prior art

In Fig. 1A. indicated at 130 is a topping calender

roller system comprising two pairs of rollers 110 and

1 20 arranged in a vertical direction. The pair of rollers

110 consists of two rollers 1 1 . The roller pair 120 con-

sists of two rollers 1 2. Upstream of the calender roller

system 130 is disposed a rubber extruder 140. The

rubber extruder 140 has a head 141, to which a pre-

determined number of cords 1 are fed. The extruder

head 141 is adapted for coating rubberon to surfaces

of the respective wires in the cords 1 fed thereto. It

should be noted that the extruder used in this embo-

diment is of the cold feed type, that is. one to which

the rubt>er is directly fed without being wanmed up.

A plurality of extruders may be anranged in a

direction perpendicular to the face of Fig. 1A. For

example, in order to produce a rubberised sheet hav-

ing a width of 1 m. It may be appropriate to arrange

two or more extruders, each capable of rubberising

several hundreds of cords at one time, as shown in

Fig. 1B. The respective extruders mal^e the cords 1

fed thereto into rubberised cords 111 and feed the

same to the calender roller system 130 in synchroni-

sation with one another The rubberised cords are (in

this embodiment) further coated with rubber in the

calender roller system 130, and consequently the

finished rubberised wire sheet is fabricated. Alterna-

tively, -it may be appropriate to use a single extruder

capable of rubberising about 1000 cords at one time.

Further, each cord 1 is fonmed by twisting a

plurality of wire filaments 1 a (in this embodiment, 4)

as shown in Fig, 2. A plurality of wires 1 are twisted

together in parallel with one another at a predeter-

mined spacing to give an "open cord". There is no par-

ticular restriction on the number of the wire filaments

constituting the cord 1 and accordingly, the cord 1

may consist of only one filament. The cord used

mainly is of this "open" type although other cord con-

structions may be used.

The extruder head 141 is internally provided with

a baffle 142 and a die plate 143. The baffle 142 and

the die plate 143 are an-anged in alignment with each

other in the feed direction of the cord. The cord 1

entering the head 141 of the extruder 140 is guidedly

positioned by the baffle 142. A predetemiined amount

of rubber is extruded to be applied to the outer surface

of the cord 1 between the baffle 142 and the die plate

143. The die plate 143 regulates the thickness of the

rubber applied to the surface of the cord 1 so that a

unifonm amount of rubber is coated thereon. Thereby,

the rubberised cord 111 is formed with the rubber

mass 1c adhesively coating the periphery of the wire

filaments la as shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that

the die plate and the bafflemay be integrally provided

in the extruder head.

Fig. 7 illustrates the case where a single cord 1

is passed through a single extruder head 141. How-

ever, a plurality of such extruder heads 141 may be

arranged in a direction perpendicular to the face of

5 Fig. 1 and actuated in synchronisation with one

another. Alternatively, a plurality of cords 1 . e.g., from

several cords to a hundred cords, nr^y be passed

through the baffles 142 and the die plates 143 of a

single extruder head 141 respectively, whereby to

10 form the rubberised cords in the shape of a sheet, a

belt, or a tape having a desired width, e.g., from 1m
to 1.50m.

Thereafter, the plurality of individual rubberised

cords 111 are arrayed respectively by an array roller

15 14 so as to have a predetermined spacing therebet-

ween, and then fed between the rollers 11 and 12 of

the calender roller system 130. In the calender roller

system 130, two masses 10 of preheated mbber are

supplied to the two roller pairs 110 and 120 respect-

20 ively, and made into layers of rubber by passing re-

spectively between the rollers 11 and between the

rollers 12. The rubberised cords 1 1 1 are sandwiched

with the rubber layers when calendered betvveen the

roller pairs 110 and 120 to form a rubberised wire cord

25 sheet having a cross section as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 shows an exemplary dimension of the rut)-

berised cord 111; The diameter D of the filament 1a

is 0.22 mm; the spacing B between the filaments la

is 0.15 mm; and the diameter F of the rubberised cord

30 1 1 1 is 0.74 mm. The spacings between the filaments

1 a is sufficiently filled with the rubbermass 1c by coat-

ing the wire 1 with mbber through the extruder head

141, the respective filaments la being completely

buried in the rubber mass 1c without leaving clear-

35 ances between the filaments la as shown in Fig. 3.

Since the cords are fed to the calender roller sys-

tem 130 already rubberised, the cords are less likely

to disarray before being sandwiched with the rubber

layers in the calender roller system 130. while l>eing

40 likely to have constant tensions. Accordingly, as

shown in Fig. 4. the mbber layers 15 are completely

adhered to the outer surfaces of the mbberised cords

111. leaving no clearances between the mbberised

cords ill.

45 The filaments 1 a are completely buried in the rub-

ber mass 1c in the mbberised cord 111, which Is in

turn completely and adhesh^ely coated with the mbber

layers 15. Therefore, the mbberised sheet thus fabri-

cated is stable and has high quality.

50 In the case where bare cords 1 are fed to the

calender roller system 130 as in the conventional

method, the bare cords 1 are subject to vibration

which develops when the cords are pressingly coated

with the mbber layers 1 5 by the rollers 1 1 and 1 2. This

55 causes the filaments la to become disarrayed. How-

ever, in the case where the mbberised cords 111 are

fed to the calender roller system as described above,

the respective filaments are fixedly held in the mbber

RN?V»ClO:<EP 047e25eA2 ( >
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mass 1c. Further, the rubber mass 1c serves to cush-

ion the aforementioned vibration, obviating the likeli-

hood that the filaments la become disarrayed.

Accordingly, the rubberised sheet 100 can be fabri-

cated with an accurate dimension and a high quality.

Further, such a problem can be eliminated as the fila-

ments la move relative to one another, causing the

dimension of the rubberised sheet 100 to change

when the rubt>erised wire sheet 100 is cut, or bent in

formation of a tyre.

Further, an increased amount of rubber may be

applied in the extruder 140, and the rubberised cords

111 are then merely vertically squeezed by the rollers

I I and 12 without being coated with additional rubber

in the calender roller system 130. As a consequence,

there is fabricated a rubberised wire sheet 101 as

shown in Fig. 6. The fabricated rubberised wire sheet

101 has flat surfaces and satisfactory adhesion and

having a smaller thickness facilitates the cutting oper-

ation.

According to the method of the invention, the cord

1 is firstly coated with rubber having relatively low vis-

cosity and yet satisfactory fluidity to fill the clearances

between the filaments la completely and uniformly in

the extruder 140. Subsequently, the rubberised cords

III are coated with rubber having relatively high vis-

cosity, whereby to produce a rubberised sheet in the

calender roller system 130. More specifically, the rut>-

berised sheet is fabricated by using two different

types of rubber. This results in an improvement in

strength (green strength) of the rubberised sheet,

which in tum reduces the expansion and the contrac-

tion during processing . Accordingly, the rubberised

sheet demonstrates an improved unifonmity in quality,

adhesive property, heat build-up, and operability in

each process, such as cutting and tyre building. In

addition, the rubberised sheet can be fabricated at a

reduced cost.

Further, the aforementioned method requires

less rubber fluidity. Accordingly, the mass of rubber

can be fed at a low temperature of. e.g., 90*^0 in the

calender roller system 130, and a reduced amount of

rubber can be coated on the surface of the cords 111.

Therefore, it is possible to calender the rubberised

cords at a higher speed, e .g.. 2 to 2.5 times the speed

of the calendering speed of the conventional method.

Furthemnore, according to the method of the

invention, a production process for the rubberised

steel cord sheet comprises two stages, namely an ext-

ruding stage and a calender stage. In such a produc-

tion process, the extruding stage enables a feedback

control while the calender stage enables a feedfor-

ward control. Provision of these two stages can faci-

litate automatic control and prevention of the disarray

of the wires, and also serves to assure fabrication of

a rubberised sheet having a unifonm thickness. Speci-

fically, the aibberising of the cord is first perfonmed

with the use of the extruder, and the thickness of the

rubber coated on the surface of the wire or the like is

measured. The thickness of the rubber coating on the

surface of the rubberised cords in the calender roller

system may be controlled based on the measured

5 thickness. Further, the amount of rubber extruded in

the extruder is changeable independently of the feed

rate ofthe cords. Moreover, the calender rollersystem

can control the gap between the two pairs of rollers

thereof in response to data representative of the

10 amount of rubber coated on the cord in the extruder.

Furthermore, it is possible to use an extruder of

the cold feed type according to the present method,

thereby obviating the need for a roller for warming up

the rubber supplied to the extruder. Also temperature

15 control of the rubber can be more precisely perfor-

med.
As described above, according to the present

invention, a plurality* of cords have the surfaces of

their wire filaments thereof coated with rubber by pas-

20 sing through an extruder so as to fonm the plurality of

rubberised cords. This plurality of rubberised cords

are arranged in parallel to one another and calen-

dered between calender rollers so as to fabricate a

rubberised standard sheet.

25 Thus the above invention makes it possible

(1) to completely rubberise filaments of cords and

to produce a high quality rubberised steel cord

sheet. Therefore rubber penetration is improved.

(2) to obtain better and easier topping control

30 which assuredly prevents disarray of wires in top-

ping and nonuniformity of topping thickness.

Therefore topping accuracy is improved.

(3) provide only a small rubber fluidity which

makes it possible to fabricate a rubberised sheet

35 at a lower temperature and a higher speed in

comparison with conventional topping calender

methods. Therefore processability is improved.

(4) to use different types of rubber respectively in

the extruding stage and the calender stage. Two-

40 layer rubberising ensures an improved quality of

the rubberised sheet.

(5) to complete rubberising in the extruding stage

and perform only adhesion in the calender stage.

The process is therefore simplified.

45 Although the present invention has been fully

described by way of example with reference to the

accompanying drawings, it is to be understood that

various changes and modifications will be apparent to

those skilled in the art Therefore, unless otherwise

50 such changes and modifications depart from the

scope of the present invention, they should be con-

strued as being included therein.

55 Claims

1. A method for fabricating a rubberised steel cord

reinforced sheet (100) characterised by the steps
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of passing a plurality of cords (1) through an ext-

ruder (140) to coat each of the plurality of cords

with rubber to form aibberised cords (111) and

passing the plurality of rubberised cords (111)

through a calender roller system (130) to form 5

them into a rubberised steel cord sheet (100) hav-

ing a desired width.

2. The method according to claim 1 characterised in

that the plurality of rubberised cords (111) are io

further coated with rubber while being passed

through the calender roller system (130).

3. The method according to claim 2 characterised in

that the viscosity of the rubber applied in the is

calender roller system (130) is higher than that of

the rubber applied in the extruder (140).

4. The method according to any of claims 1. 2 or 3

characterised in that the plurality of rubberised 20

cords (111) are squeezed by rollers (1 1 , 1 2) of the

calender roller system (130) so that the rubber-

ised cord sheet (110) has a flat surface.

5. An apparatus for fabricating a rubberised steel 25

cord sheet (100) characterised by an extruder

(140) for coating a plurality of cords (1) passing

therethrough with aibber to form the plurality of

rubberised cords (111) and a calender roller sys-

tem (1 30) for squeezing the plurality of rubberised 30

cords (111) passing therethrough to form a rub-

berised steel cord sheet (100) having a flat sur-

face.

6. An apparatus according to claim 5 characterised 35

by means to apply further coating rubber in the

calender roller system (130),

7. An apparatus according to claims 5 and 6 charac-

terised in that a separate extruder head (141) is 40

provided for each steel cord (1).

8. An apparatus according to claims 5 and 6 charac-

terised in that an extruder head (141) has two or

more cord coating cavities mutually adjacent. 45
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FIG. lA
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FIG. 2

FIG. 3
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